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Abstract—Sub-terahertz (sub-THz, 100− 300 GHz) commu-
nications promise to bring extraordinary rates in future 6G
systems. High path loss and blockage effects will limit the
coverage of base stations (BS) to a few hundred meters making
deployment of such systems along the roads expensive. As a
way to decrease the BS density, relaying has been proposed.
However, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) propagation is characterized
by different sets of communications paths depending on the
antenna locations raising the question of their optimal positions.
In this paper, by utilizing IEEE 802.15.3d parameters and 300
GHz propagation measurements, we develop a mathematical
framework for comparison of multi-hop relaying systems with
different antenna locations. We utilize coverage, BS availability,
and the data rate over a multi-hop path as metrics of interest.
Our results show that the windshield location is characterized by
lower data rates and larger coverage while bumper and engine
levels are similar in terms of these metrics. For the windshield
location, the coverage is extended by 50% with BS availability
0.95. The windshield location is recommended as it is less sensitive
to the technology penetration rate and is characterized by larger
coverage. The proposed approach shows gains of up to 32% in
terms of required BS density for the range of vehicles density
(10-40 units/km).

I. INTRODUCTION

5G New Radio (NR) systems operating in the microwave
(µWave) and millimeter wave (mmWave) bands already hit the
market. At the same time, the researchers have already started
to investigate even higher sub-terahertz (sub-THz, 100− 300
GHz) bands in the context of 6G systems [1], [2]. However,
extremely high propagation losses, dynamic blockage effects
[3], [4] as well as micromobility [5]–[7] will limit the coverage
range of such systems to just a few hundred meters.

One of the biggest challenges for network operators is
to enable enhanced mobile broadband service (eMBB) for
users inside moving vehicles. This service requires not only
permanent connectivity but high access rates [8]. To enable it,
high capacity 5G NR operating in mmWave band or 6G sub-
THz systems can be utilized. However, the inherently high
path losses in the sub-THz band, as well as other propagation
phenomena such as blockage limit the coverage of base
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stations (BS) located on the roadside to a few hundred meters
or even less requiring dense cost-inefficient deployments.

Propagation conditions in vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) commu-
nications drastically differ from those in conventional cellu-
lar deployments. To this aim, several large-scale simulation
campaigns in both mmWave and sub-THz bands have been
performed recently as discussed in detail in Section II. Their
results indicate that (i) there are multiple potential propagation
paths between communicating entities on the road and (ii) the
set of the available propagation path may drastically differ
depending on the location of antennas. These observations
have also been confirmed by the results of link-level perfor-
mance evaluation studies performed so far, see Section II for
a detailed review.

To ensure permanent connectivity and reduce capital expen-
ditures of network operators, relaying functionality can be uti-
lized [9]. To provide this support, 3GPP recently standardized
integrated access and backhaul (IAB) technology [10], [11]
with plans to extend it to mobile IAB nodes in Release 18.
3GPP also initiated work on NR-sidelink technology allowing
for the establishment of device-to-device (D2D) links [12],
[13]. By relying upon these technological enablers, vehicles
along the road equipped with appropriate sub-THz high-speed
interfaces may organize the so-called multi-hop ”bridges” by
forwarding data of vehicles that currently do not have direct
connectivity with infrastructure. However, the efficiency of
this approach heavily depends on two critical metrics of these
bridges, data rate, and length, which are in their turn influenced
by the locations of antennas. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, the question of optimal locations of antennas
ensuring the minimal possible deployment density of BS has
not been addressed in the literature.

The ultimate aim of our study is to identify the optimal
location of antennas resulting in the minimal density of in-
frastructure BSs for a given set of deployment parameters and
road traffic conditions. Simultaneously, we also require that
certain metrics of interest for vehicles utilizing the relaying
service are to be satisfied, i.e., we report minimal BS density
ensuring that connectivity of vehicles is satisfied with a pre-
scribed probability. The developed analytical framework relies
upon recent measurements of sub-THz propagation in V2V
environment and utilizes realistic sub-THz communications
parameters from IEEE 802.15.3d standard. It is built by
utilizing the two-step approach: (i) single-hop data rate and
communications distance assessment and (ii) characterization
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of data rate and inter-site distance (ISD) between BSs ensuring
a certain coverage probability. We report our results as a func-
tion of deployment, environment, and road traffic conditions.

The main contributions of our study are:
• the mathematical framework for assessment of the min-

imal required density of roadside THz BSs ensuring
connectivity and data rate for vehicles connected over a
multi-hop bridge;

• numerical results based on IEEE 802.15.3d parameters
and real measurements at 300 GHz illustrating the effect
of road traffic and environmental conditions on the multi-
hop bridge length and its data rate;

• observations showing that: (i) the windshield antenna
location is better than bumper/engine level locations in
terms of coverage but is characterized by a lower data
rate, (ii) with 70% of technology penetration rate BS
availability for windshield antenna location is as high
as 0.95 for up to 50% extended BS coverage, (iii)
traffic jam conditions are the worst scenario leading to
a 10% improvement in coverage, however, as road traffic
conditions become sparse it linearly increases.

• recommendation that for initial V2V deployments in sub-
THz bands windshield location is to be utilized as it
is less sensitive to technology penetration rate and is
characterized by larger coverage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in
Section II we review related work. The system model is
introduced in Section III. In Section IV, we develop our perfor-
mance evaluation framework. Numerical results are presented
in Section V. Conclusions are drawn in the final section.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we present the related work. We start
by reviewing the propagation measurement results for both
mmWave and sub-THz bands. Then, we proceed with dis-
cussing models and use cases considered in recent literature.

A. Sub-THz and mmWave Propagation in V2V

1) mmWave V2V Measurements: Most of the propagation
measurements performed so far in the V2V environment
concentrated on the mmWave band. For line-of-sight (LoS)
blockage, [14] reports 5–30 dB excess blockage loss for 60
GHz, which depends on the blocker size and the number
of intermediate vehicles. The authors in [15] carried out
measurements at 30, 60, and 73 GHz showing that the induced
blockage is between 5.5 and 17 dB.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, experiments involv-
ing different heights of a transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx)
in the mmWave band are scarce. However, one may refer to
the results provided in [15]–[17] reporting that the measured
blockage loss at Tx/Rx height of 0.6, 1.5, and 1.7 m (all at 28
GHz). The reported losses are 30-40, 13.3, and 11-12.2 dB,
respectively. Note that in [16], [17] different locations of Tx
and Rx around the vehicle are considered.

Several studies performed at mmWave frequencies report
path loss exponent. Following [14] it is on the order of 0.4–1.8
for 60 GHz, while [18] reports it to be in the range of 1.7–2.2

TABLE I: Measured propagation properties at 300 GHz [21]
Setup Model

Single-lane scenarios

LoS propagation FSPL
Vehicle-body block. FSPL + height-dependent penetration loss of 30 dB

to 50 dB. Important to account for in the analysis
Under-vehicle prop. FSPL + φd−ψ, where φ and ψ are as in Table I in

[21]. Important to account for in the analysis
Front/rear reflection FSPL + reflection loss of ∼25 dB. May be ne-

glected in first-order studies

Multi-lane scenarios

Sym. side reflection Two-ray model approximation: FSPL + reflection
loss of ∼3 dB. Important to account for in the
analysis

Assym. side reflection Two-ray model approximation: FSPL + angle-
dependent loss of 16 dB to 20 dB

Front reflection Two-ray model approximation: FSPL + angle-
dependent loss of 24 dB to 42 dB

Rear reflection Two-ray model approximation: FSPL + angle-
dependent loss of 15 dB to 30 dB

generally coinciding with the values recommended by 3GPP
in [19]. Note that at 60 GHz path loss results might be biased
due to the presence of atmospheric absorption. In [20], V2V
channel measurements were conducted at 73 GHz in an urban
area and the mean path loss exponent is reported to be 2.7.

Most of the studies performed so far in the mmWave band
mainly concentrated on the abovementioned characteristics
while directional characterization of the mmWave V2V chan-
nel is generally missing, which significantly limits the applica-
tion of channel models. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
there are no measurement campaigns at mmWave frequencies
trying to characterize multi-lane reflections. Similarly, there
are no results for single/multi-lane front/rear reflection.

Recently studies characterizing RMS and angular delay
spread (DS) of the channel in outdoor environments at THz
frequencies started to appear, see e.g., [15], [17], [22]. In all
these studies the measurement campaigns have been carried
out in outdoor environments at 28, 60, and 73 GHz frequen-
cies. The common conclusion is that the presence of a blocker
increases the DS of the channel. Particularly, [17] reports the
increase of DS from 2.55 to 4.40 ns (by 56%) and angular
DS from 7.87 to 10.53◦ (by 74%). The data in [15] show the
increase of DS from 19 to 44 ns (by 43%) and angular DS
from 27.3◦ to 41.6◦ (by 65%).

2) Sub-THz Measurements: So far only a limited number
of studies reported THz and sub-THz measurements. Specif-
ically, the authors in [23] performed blockage measurements
in a V2V propagation environment at 300 GHz for various
antenna heights. They reported that depending on the height
of Tx and Rx antennas the blockage attenuation varies in
the range of 15− 40 dB. In [21], they extended their study
to capture exhaustive communications scenarios that may
potentially occur in the V2V environment including under-
vehicle propagation, traversal through the windshield, multi-
lane reflections, front/rear reflections, all at different heights
corresponding to bumper, engine, and windshield. As this the
is most complete measurement campaign, we utilize it in our
study. The relevant data are summarized in Table I.
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Fig. 1: The considered scenario and main components of the system model.

B. Relay Use-Cases and Deployments

Coverage in V2V deployments has been addressed in many
studies so far. Specifically, the authors in [16] studied the
influence of antenna location on blockage probability. Six
types of antenna locations were analyzed, and it has been
shown that the closer the Tx and Rx are located, the more
likely the signal is blocked by the car body. The recommended
location for the antenna is the side pillars. However, only 10
m and 100 m separation distances between the Tx and the
Rx have been addressed. The authors of [24] considered the
dependence of the coverage area on signal attenuation. Their
results showed that for reliable connectivity the nearest vehicle
should be utilized for communications. However, the authors
did not consider feasible reflections off vehicles in the adjacent
lanes or road as potential communications paths.

A number of studies addressed the problem of interference
in V2V deployments. The authors in [25] proposed an analyti-
cal model accounting for multiple interference paths including
reflections off the cars on side lanes. The main observation of
their study was that directional antennas allow to efficiently
suppress interference. The work in [26] studied the effect of
interference from several vehicles communicating with a BS
on the two-lane road. The metrics of interest were the packet
loss probability and the average throughput when the signal is
blocked by a neighboring vehicle. Their results showed that
the packet loss probability mainly depends on the number of
antennas installed on the BS.

The authors in [27] considered an urban cross-road scenario.
Data transmission between Tx and Rx is organized by relaying
the signal from neighboring vehicles that support V2V trans-
mission. The authors focused on algorithms for choosing the
next relay by analyzing three well-known schemes and also
offering their method for relay selection. The result shown
by the proposed relay selection scheme is superior to other
methods in terms of packet transmission delay. However,
their study does not take into account the blockages caused
by other vehicles. In [28], the mmWave relay network with
nodes using maximal ratio combining (MRC) and selection
combining (SC) types of receivers is analyzed. The authors

utilized practical measurements of the propagation conditions
and considered signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR),
spectral efficiency, and blockage probability as the metrics of
interest. The results of the study showed that the SC receiver
provides better performance in terms of packet losses in most
scenarios as compared to the MRC receiver. The work in [29]
considers the directional beamforming from several BSs while
vehicles move along the road. Each BS has several antenna
arrays to cover its road area. The proposed link selection policy
was shown to outperform the standard approach by 30%.

C. Summary

Summarizing the related work we emphasize that the
problem of selecting the optimal antenna locations on com-
municating vehicles received only a little attention so far.
Furthermore, in spite of the detailed measurements campaign
in the V2V environment carried out so far, most of the studies
rely on theoretical propagation models that neglect important
propagation paths available in V2V deployments such as those
under vehicles, reflections off vehicles on neighboring lanes,
and through the windshield. In our paper, we will fill this void
by utilizing exhaustive measurements in [21] to characterize
relying properties on V2V deployments and identify optimal
antenna locations maximizing coverage and data rate.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we introduce our system model. We start
by introducing deployment and communications scenarios and
then proceed with propagation and antenna models. Finally,
we specify the metrics of interest. The notation utilized in
this paper is summarized in Table II.

A. Deployment and Environment

We consider a street/road deployment of 6G BSs operating
in the sub-THz band as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the considered
conditions, BSs are assumed to be installed on both sides of the
street, e.g., on lampposts at constant height hA. The distance
between BSs along the same side is d, and they are positioned
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TABLE II: Notations

Notation Description
Deployment Parameters

λ Vehicle density on a lane, unit/m
hB Antenna deployment height, m
hA mmW BS height, m
hc Road clearance, m
d Distance between BS along the same side, m
ds Minimum separation distance between vehicles, m
v Vehicle speed, m/s
lv Length of vehicle, m
Nl Number of lanes
w Lane width, m
wv Vehicle half-width, m
PE Technology penetration rate
ζ Type of a path (L, U , R, W )
σ Antenna location (B, E, W )

Radio Parameters
LA( f ,r) Absorption loss, dB
PT , PTW BS emitted power, dB/W
GA, GU Antenna array gain, dBi
γ Path loss exponent
N0 Thermal noise, dBi
α Array HPBW, ◦

θm Array maximum, ◦

θ
±
3dB Upper and lower 3-dB points, ◦

S Received signal power, dB
Smin Minimum required Rx sensitivity, dB
fc Operational frequency, GHz
φ, ψ Propagation constants
I Interference, dB
LA, LB Absorption and propagation losses, dB
NC Number of MCSs
ωi Spectral efficiency of i-th MCS

Intermediate Metrics
d(·)(S) Achievable distance for considered path (L, U , R, W ), m
dmax
(·) Maximum distance for considered path (L, U , R, W ), m

dO Distance to the next vehicle, m
r Single hop distance, m
∆α Shift at available beamwidth, m
fi PDF of distances to the i-th neighbor in PPP
fB PDF of the distance to bypass a blocker
δR Probability of non-blocked side reflection
δU Minimum distance between a blocker and antenna, m
fH,σ(r) Probability of single-hop communication at the distance r
qζ,i Probability of using MCS i in a hop of type ζ

ρσ,n Mean rate within active communication on n-hop bridge
Final Metrics

pC,σ(n,r) n-hop bridge availability at distance r
pS (r) Bridge availability at distance r
Pζ,σ ζ-path usage probability for σ antenna location
ρS,σ Mean bridge rate for σ antenna location, bit/s

on different sides, organizing isosceles triangles, i.e., shifted
by half the distance of d between the two consecutive BSs.
These BSs serve as Internet access points for users that are
located in vehicles.

A road is assumed to have Nl lanes, where Nl is even. The
direction of movement of “upper” and “lower” Nl/2 lanes is
the opposite. The width of each lane is constant and equal to
w. The speed of vehicles is assumed to be v. The centers of
vehicles organize a Poisson process with an intensity λ. These
parameters are utilized in Section V to define several typical
road traffic conditions. We further assume that vehicles are of
the same constant length lv, while the road clearance is hC.
The road traffic is assumed to be homogeneous on each lane,
i.e. v, λ, and lv are independent of the considered lane.

By following [24], the emerging V2V technologies will

enable effective and secure control over vehicle mobility at
the minimum allowed separation distance between any two
vehicles ds = tsv, where v is the vehicles’ speed and ts = 0.5 s
is the minimum required time for automatic control systems to
assess real-time traffic conditions and take preventive actions.

B. Relaying, Connectivity, and Antenna Locations

To reduce capital expenditures, associated with full road
coverage by decreasing the inter-BS distance, we assume that
a fraction of vehicles PE is equipped with relaying capabilities.
The parameter PE is referred to as the ”technology penetration
rate”. Vehicles are equipped with two transceivers, one in
front and one on the back of the vehicles as shown in Fig. 1.
The transceivers are assumed to be connected with high-speed
internal bus. We assume that the data rate provided by the bus
is sufficient for handling relayed traffic which is confirmed by
recent developments [30].

The vehicles equipped with communications capabilities are
assumed to require eMBB service provided via BS. If the
direct connection is not feasible due to a vehicle being out of
the coverage of the nearest BS, we assume that they attempt
to utilize relaying capabilities to form the so-called multi-
hop bridge consisting of one or more hops. The length of
this bridge and its data rate heavily depends on deployment,
environmental characteristics, and antenna locations.

We consider the following potential antenna location:
• bumper (B) level: 0.3-0.4 m;
• engine (E) level: 0.4-1.0 m;
• windshield (W) level: 1.0-1.5 m.
We use σ to denote antenna locations, i.e., σ ∈ {B,E,W}.

The locations of antennas not only affect propagation condi-
tions but also the set of available communications paths. For
each considered location a number of single-hop transmissions
are possible, as discussed further in Section IV. Furthermore,
for given environmental characteristics these transmission
options may or may not be available. These options are
characterized by different link lengths and thus data rates.

C. Propagation Model

The value of SINR at the UE at the distance x from the BS
is written as [31]

S(x) = PT GAGU

[ x−γ

(N0 + I)LA( f ,x)LB

]
, (1)

where γ is the path loss exponent, I is the interference, N0 is the
thermal noise, PT is emitted power, GA and GU are the transmit
and receive side gains, LA( f ,x) is the absorption losses, LB
represents impairments caused by blockage or reflections.

We account for absorption losses by utilizing the results of
[31], [32]. More specifically, the absorption loss is defined as

LA( f ,x) =
1

τ( f ,x)
, (2)

where τ( f ,x) is the transmittance of the medium following
the Beer-Lambert law, τ( f ,x) ≈ e−K( f )x, K( f ) is the overall
absorption coefficient of the medium.
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The frequency-dependent absorption coefficient K( f ) can
be represented as [32]

K( f ) = ∑
i,g

ki,g( f ), (3)

where ki,g( f ) represents the individual absorption coefficient
for the isotopologue i of gas g. We utilize the standard air
having 78.1% of nitrogen and 20.9% of oxygen, at the standard
altitude with a water vapor fraction of 2%. The coefficients ki,g

are available from the HITRAN database [33].
For practical calculation of the absorption coefficient, we

utilize the worst-case approximation, K = max f K( f ) leading
to the SINR in the following form

S(x) = PT GAGU

[ x−γe−Kx

(N0 + I)LB

]
. (4)

The utilized values of propagation exponent can be deduced
from the literature reviewed in Section II. Specifically, for
the sub-THz band, by following [21] we utilize γ = 2.0.
Finally, the last remaining term in the denominator of (4)
is LB capturing the effect of the additional impairment. This
term heavily depends on the considered communications sce-
nario and can represent either blockage losses induced by
propagation through windshields or attenuation caused by
reflections off road surface or vehicle body as discussed further
in Section IV. We capture the interference in 4 by utilizing the
interference margin computed according to [25].

D. Antenna Model

We assume planar antenna arrays at both the BS and the
UE. Similarly to [34], [35], we utilize a cone model with
the beamwidths corresponding to the half-power beamwidth
(HPBW) of the antenna radiation pattern. Using [36], the mean
antenna gain over HPBW is

G =
1

θ
+
3db−θ

−
3db

∫
θ
+
3db

θ
−
3db

sin(N(·)πcos(θ)/2)
sin(πcos(θ)/2)

dθ, (5)

where N(·) is the number of antenna elements in the appro-
priate plane. The HPBW of the array, α, can be determined
as α = 2|θm−θ

±
3db|, where θm is the array maximum that can

be computed as θm = arccos(−1/π), θ
±
3db are the upper and

lower 3dB points estimated as θ
±
3db = arccos[±2.782/(N(·)π)].

The antenna is 3D one with a conical representation of
the main lobe similar to the one utilized in [37], [38]. For
each plane, we utilize (5) to determine these parameters. For
practical calculations, we employ HPBW approximation given
by 102◦/N(·) [36], [39]. Similarly, the linear gain can be
approximated by the number of elements [36].

E. Metrics of Interest and Approach

The ultimate aim of our study is to identify the location
of antennas resulting in the minimal density of infrastructure
BSs for a given set of deployment parameters and road traffic
conditions. We consider two such metrics: (i) connectivity
metric expressed as bridge availability and (ii) rate provided
over multi-hop bridge. Specifically, the sought density has

TABLE III: Utilized modulation and coding schemes

MCS ID Modulation Receiver Data rate
sensitivity (dBm) (Gb/s)

0 BPSK -67 1,29
2 QPSK -64 2,58
3 QPSK -60 3,29
4 8-PSK -59 3,87
8 16-QAM -57 5,16
9 16-QAM -53 6,57
10 64-QAM -52 7,74
11 64-QAM -47 9,86

to ensure the coverage probability is not lower than certain
values, e.g., 0.95.

By introducing multi-hop cellular communications in the
IAB architecture, 3GPP has not relaxed any requirements
on the metrics of interest achieved data rates over the air
interface for 5G [8]. Thus, achieving high data rates remains
one of the crucial metrics in IMT-2020/2030 systems [40],
[41]. The bridge availability metric stems from the quality
of service requirements of network operators that need to
dimension their systems such that only a tiny fraction of
UEs at the edge are in outage conditions, e.g., this metric
is often chosen from the range 1% – 5% [42]. In addition
to these two metrics, a critical measure of QoS for multi-hop
cellular communications is the latency as traversal of each
hop adds queuing delay and additional impairments related
to, e.g. half-duplex communications in different antennas [11].
We do not study this metric explicitly, instead considering the
bridge availability and attained rate metrics as a function of
the number of hops.

In what follows, we take a two-staged approach. In the first
stage, in Section IV, we characterize single-hop characteristics
including the data rate and communications distance for all
considered antenna locations. Then, we utilize these metrics
to assess the bridge length under connectivity and data rate
constraints. Finally, we utilize the latter results to express the
density of roadside BS deployment under given road traffic
and environmental conditions.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we develop our performance evaluation
framework. We start with the single-hop characterization
of communications distances and attained rate over feasible
propagation paths. Then, we proceed to formalize multi-hop
communications scenario. Finally, we specify the metrics of
interest.

A. Single-Hop Path Length and Data Rate
We start with single-hop communications distances and data

rates. To derive them, we utilize the set of modulation and
coding schemes specified in IEEE 802.15.3d standard [43],
see Table III and measurements of the propagation paths in
the V2V environment reported in [21] and provided in Table I.

By following the propagation measurements in [21], the
maximum communication distance with tolerable received
signal power S for LoS conditions is written as

dL(S) =

(
PT

10√10GA+GU

10√10N0+S102log10 fc−14,86

) 1
γ

, (6)
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where PT is the transmit power, GA and GU are the transmit
and receive side gains, fc is the carrier frequency, and N0 is
the thermal noise.

For all the considered antenna locations, the LoS path
is available as long as the next vehicle supports multi-hop
relaying and the distance is smaller than a certain maximum
dmax. When the neighbor vehicle does not support multi-hop
relaying, for bumper antenna location level, in addition to LoS
path (L), under-vehicle (U) and side refection (R) propagation
paths might be available. For engine and windshield antenna
locations the under-vehicle propagation path is not available
due to geometrical restrictions. The rationale is that we do
not consider non-peculiar reflections off the vehicles and road
surfaces as the attenuation level is too high [21]. Finally,
for the windshield antenna location, there is a possibility to
communicate through the front and rear windshields (W ). We
use ζ for the propagation path types, i.e., ζ ∈ {L,U,R,W}.

The maximum communication distance for a hop that
utilizes the propagation path through the windshield is given
by

dW (S) =

(
PT

10√10GA+GU

10√10N0+S102log10 fc−12,86

) 1
γ

, (7)

while for side reflections available for all three considered
antenna locations it takes the following form

dR(S) =

(
PT

10√10GA+GU

10√10N0+S102log10 fc−14,36

) 1
γ

. (8)

The under-vehicle propagation distance can be obtained
numerically by utilizing the following relation

PTW −S = 20log10dU (S)+20log10 fc−
−147.55+φdU (S)−ψ, (9)

where PTW is the transmit power, φ and ψ are the constants
that reflect the antenna deployment [21]. Note that setting the
minimum required signal power at Rx S = Smin allows us to
obtain the maximum communication distance for a single hop,
hereafter denoted as dmax

ζ
, ζ ∈ {L,U,R,W}, where L means

LoS path, W corresponds to the windshield, R stands for side
reflection, and U denotes under-vehicle propagation.

In our model, the data rate is defined by the modulation and
coding schemes (MCS) specified in IEEE 802.15.3d standard.
That is, once the communication distance falls into a range
limited by received signal power, the corresponding data rate
is shown in Table III. Further, Fig. 2 presents the data rates de-
pending on communication distances for different scenarios of
antenna deployment computed with available MCSs. Observe
that for all the MCSs the communication distances follow the
same strict order determined by the signal power from the
highest to the lowest: LoS, under-vehicle, side reflection, and
windshield. This provides us with natural priorities among the
propagation paths which will be used further.

Recall that LB depends on the considered communications
scenario and can represent either blockage losses induced by
propagation through the windshields or attenuation caused
by reflections off the road surface or vehicle body. The
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Fig. 2: Single hop communication distance and data rate.

attenuation levels of these impairments, as well as maximum
communications distances, are summarized in Table IV.

B. Multi-Hop Characterization

Recall, that the probability density functions (pdf) of the
distances [44] to the i-th neighbor in the Poisson process of
vehicles follow Erlang distribution in the following form [45]

fi(x) =
2(πλ)i

(i−1)!
x2i−1e−πλx2

, x > 0, i = 1, . . . ,N. (10)

The random distances to the first and second nearest
neighbors can be obtained by conditioning on the minimum
separation distance between vehicles. These distances between
the centers of the vehicles are given by ds = tsv+ lv which leads
to

f1(s) = 2λe−2λ(s−ds),

f2(s) = 4λ
2 (s−ds)e−2λ(s−ds), (11)

where f1(s) = f2(s) = 0 when s < ds.
1) Direct LoS Communications: To proceed further, denote

the length of a single hop as r, and the distance between Tx
antenna and blocker as dO. Observe that LoS communications
are always feasible in all the considered antenna locations
as long as the distance between communicating vehicles is
smaller than the maximum communication distance in LoS
conditions, dmax, available from (6), and the next vehicle
is equipped with a communications system. This leads to
the following probability of a successful direct hop in LoS
conditions at the distance r

fH,LoS(r) = I (r < dmax)PE fO (r) , (12)

where the unknown term fO(r) given by

fO(r) = 0.5 f1(r)+0.5 f2(r). (13)

TABLE IV: Additional losses over considered paths, LB

Path Max distance (m) Losses (dB)
LoS 622.789 0
Under-Vehicle 622.788 1–27
Reflection 350.22 5
Windshield 62.278 20
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Fig. 3: Illustration of side reflection propagation path.

is the pdf of the distance to the next vehicle on the same
lane which is the first or the second neighbour and I(·) is the
indicator function.

2) Side-Reflection: Recall that side reflection is available
for all the considered antenna locations. In the blockage
scenario that is, when the next vehicle is not equipped with
a communications system we assume that the distance to
the blocking vehicle, dO, is equiprobable and described by
a mixture of the pdfs in (11) as in (13). By focusing on the
blocking vehicle, the pdf of the distance to bypass a blocker
is given by the convolution of the distances to the two nearest
blocker-vehicle neighbors, i.e.,

fB(r) = ( f1 ∗ f2)(r) =
∫

∞

0
f1(s) f2(r− s)ds. (14)

In our model, we assume that bypassing at most one vehicle
is feasible. This stems from previous studies performed in the
field [21], [24], [25]. In [25] it has been demonstrated that the
probability of having a specific arrangement of the vehicles
such that reflections of order higher than one are available at
the target vehicle is rather small (in fact, the probability of
having a reflection of order n decreases geometrically fast to
zero). The under-vehicle propagation is geometrically limited
to a single hop as the peculiar reflection having the strongest
received power does not exist anymore for more than a single
hop bypassing scenario. Finally, accounting for much higher
losses at the considered frequency (300 GHz) as compared to
other studies assessing mostly mmWave propagation (28/72
GHz), penetration losses of the windshield propagation are
much higher (40 dB reported in [21] for a single vehicle, see
Table IV) such no more than a single hop can be bypassed.
Note that this assumption is in line with the results of [24].

Observe that the side reflection is only possible when there
is a vehicle on the adjacent lane in a proper position, see Fig.
3. However, even if the reflector is at the right position, the
propagation path can be still blocked when the blocker vehicle
is too close to the communicating vehicles. The probability of
non-blocked side reflection can be found as

δR(r) =
wv

η(r)
=

wvr
2(w−wv)

, (15)

where η(r)= 2(w−wv)/r is the tangent of the beam deflection
angle β, wv is the vehicle half-width.

The probability to have a reflecting vehicle at the needed
point, PR(r), can be obtained by utilizing the independence
property of the Poisson process. We assume that any point
of a vehicle’s side may produce a feasible reflection. Besides,
it is possible to beamform the antenna arrays in a way that

the Tx and Rx beams are still aligned, which gives us an
additional shift of 2∆α(r), see Fig. 3. Thus, based on the
property of the Poisson process consisting in that a random
point is uniformly distributed over the inter-vehicle distance
[46], the sought probability is provided by

PR(r) =

{(
Nl
2 −1

)
δR(r)λ

[lV+2∆α(r)]−1 , 2dS < r < dmax
R ,

0, otherwise,
(16)

where ∆α is the possible reflector shift, that still allows having
a reflection, derived as

∆α(r) =
r
2
− η(r)r (1−η(r) tan(α/2))

2(η(r)+ tan(α/2))
. (17)

Besides the side reflection, it is also possible to bypass a
blocking vehicle by using other types of propagation paths. In
the case of engine-level antenna deployment, the only bypass
option is side reflection as both under- and through-vehicle
propagation paths are completely blocked, i.e., the probability
of bypassing, in this case, is PB,E(r) = 0.

3) Under-Vehicle Propagation: In contrast to the
windshield- and engine-level antenna deployments, with
bumper-level deployment under-vehicle propagation, becomes
feasible. However, if the blocker vehicle is too close to Rx
or Tx, the path is still blocked as the proper road reflection
does not exist. Due to the symmetric property of the reflected
path, see Fig. 4, the minimum distance between the blocker
and antenna on both sides is the same and given by

δU (r) =
r
2

(
1− hC

hA

)
−∆α, (18)

where hC is the road clearance, hA is the antenna height, ∆α

is the shift allowed for the HPBW obtained similarly to (17).
Then, recalling the property of the Poisson process con-

sisting in that the points on an interval of a fixed length are
distributed uniformly [46], the probability of under-vehicle
propagation can be derived as

PB,B (r) =
{

δU (r)(
hC
hA

+ ∆α

r ),2dS < r < dmax
U ,

0,otherwise.
(19)

4) Propagation Through Windshield: Finally, we note that
in the case of windshield-level antenna location, it is possible
to establish a communication path through the front and rear
vehicle glasses, but with rather higher losses, see Table IV,
i.e., implying that

PB,W (r) =

{
1, 2dS < r < dmax

W ,

0, otherwise.
(20)
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Fig. 4: Illustration of under-vehicle propagation.
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TABLE V: Path usage probabilities

Path, ζ\Depl., σ Bumper Engine Windshield
LoS 1−PO(r) 1−PO(r) 1−PO(r)
Under-vehicle PO(r)PB,B(r) 0 0
Reflection PO(r)(1−PB,B(r)) PO(r) PO(r)PR(r)
Windshield 0 0 PO(r)(1−PR(r))

5) Multi-Hop Path Probability: Summarizing the above-
mentioned considerations, the probability of successful single-
hop communications at the distance r, fH,σ(r), σ ∈ {B,E,W},
is defined as the sum of the two events: (i) either the next
vehicle is equipped with an antenna and it is possible to utilize
the direct LoS transmission, or (ii) next vehicle on the lane acts
as a blocker with the probability 1−PE and the only option
is to bypass it. Thus, extending (12) with the probability of
bypassing, we arrive at

fH,σ(r) = I (r < dmax)PE fO (r)+
(
PE −P2

E
)
×

× (PR (r)+PB,σ (r)−PR (r)PB,σ (r)) fB(r), (21)

where I(·) is the indicator function.

C. Metrics of Interest

Having defined fH,σ(r) in (21), we are now in the position
to proceed with the metrics of interest. Specifically, the prob-
ability that the bridge of n hops cover the distance r can be
obtained using the n-power convolution of (21), that is,

pC,σ(n,r) =
∫

∞

r−dmax
f (n)H,σ(y)dy. (22)

If we assume an infinite number of hops in a bridge, the
probability of that the distance r is covered by the bridge can
be derived as follows

pS (r) =
∞

∑
i=1

pC,σ (i,r)
i−1

∏
j=1

(1− pC,σ ( j,r)). (23)

The data rate of a bridge [47] is defined by the hop with the
worst channel conditions. Then, having the threshold values
si, i = 1, . . . ,NC, of Rx sensitivity corresponding to a set of
channel quality indicators (CQI) {1, . . . ,NC} (see Table III)
one may find the probability of using MCS i in a hop of type
ζ ∈ {L,U,R,W} in the form

qζ,i =
∫ dζ(si+1)

dζ(si)
fH,ζ (r)dr, i = 1, . . . ,NC, (24)

where dζ (sNC+1) = ∞.
Denote the probability of finding the next vehicle at the

distance r by PO(r) =
∫ r

0 fO(s)ds. Then, the probability of
using LoS path is defined by the condition of not finding any
vehicle up to r, i.e.,

PL,σ =
∫

∞

0
(1−PO(s)) fO(s)ds. (25)

TABLE VI: Road traffic parameters

Scenario Jam Normal Highway
Vehicles speed, km/h 20 60 120
Inter-vehicle distance, m 10 30 60

The probabilities of using other paths depend on the prior-
ities and follow the logic described below:
• For bumper antenna location (σ = B) the under-vehicle

path depends on the path feasibility, defined as

PU,B =
∫

∞

0
PO(s)PB,B(s) fO(s)ds. (26)

If it is not feasible, the side reflection is used instead with
the following probability

PR,B =
∫

∞

0
PO(s)(1−PB,B(s)) fO(s)ds. (27)

• For the windshield antenna deployment (σ =W ), the side
reflection is of priority, i.e.,

PR,W =
∫

∞

0
PO(s)PR(s) fO(s)ds. (28)

If it is not feasible, the windshield path is used instead
with probability

PW,W =
∫

∞

0
PO(s)(1−PR(s)) fO(s)ds. (29)

• Finally, for engine level antenna location (σ = E), the
side reflection is the only bypass option occurring with
the probability

PR,E =
∫

∞

0
PO(s) fO(s)ds. (30)

Summarizing the abovementioned probabilities, a certain
path is utilized at a certain distance for each of the antenna
deployment options taking into account their priorities as
shown in Table V.

To derive the mean bridge rate we divide the communication
period into intervals of two types: (i) active communication
period and (ii) outage period caused by link unavailability.
During active communication, the achievable rate is defined
by the relaying link having the least rate in the bridge. By
employing the binomial distribution with n trials, this rate is
provided by

ρσ,n =
NC

∑
i=1

ωi

(
∑

ζ∈{L,U,R,W}
Pζ,σ

NC

∑
k=i

qζ,k

)n

, (31)

where ωi is the spectral efficiency corresponding to the MCS i.
In outage conditions, the data rate is simply zero. Accordingly,
(23) allows us to find the share of time when active commu-
nication is feasible. Thus, the mean bridge rate is given by

ρS,σ (r) =
N

∑
i=1

ρσ,i pC,σ (i,r)
i

∏
j=1

(1− pC,σ ( j,r)). (32)

Note that in (32) we limited the number of hops in a
bridge to N. Recall that the main disadvantage of multi-hop
V2X communications is the increased latency [48]. Even for
underloaded traffic conditions, the packets’ processing latency
still increases linearly with the number of relays which may
be inapplicable for various applications like video streaming,
mission-critical applications, etc. Besides, the large number
of hops complicates the bridge management in terms of
signaling overhead and reduces bridge reliability. This induces
an implicit constraint on the number of hops. Therefore, it has
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TABLE VII: The default system parameters

Notation Value Description
lv 4.5 m Vehicle length
tr 0.5 s Minimal inter-vehicle distance
λ 0.02 un./m Mean vehicle density
HT 0.4,0.7,1.2 m Antenna heights
HV 0.2 m Vehicle clearance
v 25 m/s Default vehicle speed
fc 304.2 GHz Carried frequency [21]
PT 4.2 ·10−6 W BS/vehicle antenna emitted power [43]
PTW −23.7 dBm Emitted power [43]
N0 −84 dBm Noise power [43]
S -56 dBm Minimal SINR [43]
GA, GU 17.58 dBi Transmit and receive side gains [43]
γ 2.1 Path loss exponent [21]
φ 23000 Propagation coefficient at 0.4 m [21]
ψ 3.4 Propagation coefficient at 0.4 m [21]

motivated us to include this constraint providing an opportu-
nity to analyze the implicit trade-off between the latency and
the coverage enhancement and bridge rate.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we elaborate on our numerical results.
We start with characterizing the trade-off between the mean
bridge length and the mean data rate for different antenna
locations. Then, we proceed with the maximum ISD in differ-
ent environmental conditions and antenna locations. Further,
we characterize the usage of different propagation paths for
considered antenna locations. Finally, we compare the required
BS density with and without relaying capabilities.

We consider four road traffic conditions: (i) traffic jam, (ii)
normal traffic conditions, (iii) highway. These cases differ in
the speed of the vehicles and the distance between them, as
shown in Table VI. The rest of the system parameters are
provided in Table VII. Note that whenever possible, we utilize
practical values from IEEE 802.15.3d standard. On top of this,
the propagation constants and specifics are taken from the
measurement campaign carried out in [21] and summarized
in Table I. Finally, the CQI to MCS mappings also follow
IEEE 802.15.3d and are provided in Table III.
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Fig. 5: Trade-off between the bridge length and data rate.

A. Main Trade-Offs and Dependencies

We start with investigating the basic trade-offs and depen-
dencies between the mean bridge length and the data rate
illustrated in Fig. 5 for different antenna locations as a function
of the vehicle density, where the maximum number of hops is
set to 10, and the technology penetration rate is PE = 0.7. First
of all, we observe that the mean bridge length decreases as
the density of vehicles increases for all the considered antenna
locations. This is explained by the fact that the mean distance
between vehicles decreases with the increased vehicle density.
The reverse effect is observed for the data rate and this is due
to shorter inter-vehicle distances.

Note that the qualitative behavior of the bridge length and
data rate metrics is similar for all the considered antenna loca-
tions. Here, the mean bridge length decreases monotonously
with the increased density of vehicles. Conversely, there is
a steep increase in the data rate as the density of vehicles
changes from 0.02 veh./m to 0.04 veh./m (from 50 m to 25
m between vehicles). This is explained by the specifics of the
utilized MCS reported in Table III. Specifically, in this range
of distances, the spectral efficiency drastically increases.

Analyzing the impact of antenna locations, we observe that
the windshield location provides higher distances for almost all
the considered vehicles’ densities. However, this gain comes
at the expense of a much smaller data rate. Specifically, the
gap between the windshield and other locations in terms of
the data rate increases as the vehicle density increases and
reaches 2 Gbps for 0.04 veh./m (25 m between vehicles) and
then further to 4 Gbps for 0.1 veh./m (10 m between vehicles).
The rationale is that there are high path losses when operating
through the rear and front windows. Further, notice that there
is almost no difference between bumper and engine antenna
locations in terms of both metrics. The reason is that both
these locations are characterized by almost similar dominating
propagation paths, see Section V-C.

B. Bridge Availability

Note that the mean performance metrics reported in the
previous section cannot be utilized to dimension cellular
systems. The rationale is that the commercial deployments
need to deliver performance guarantees to the users. For this
reason, in this section, we study a distributional characteristic
of the considered system – bridge availability.

We start with the bridge availability as a function of ISD
shown in Fig. 6 for different technology penetration rates,
10 hops, and normal traffic conditions (λ = 1/30). First of
all, notice that up until the ISD of 1250 m there is coverage
provided by BSs. At this value, we observe a sharp drop that
characterizes the distance where the bridge starts to operate.
Note that further, the bridge availability remains intact for all
the considered antenna locations up until approximately ISD
of 1600 m implying that the ISD is extended by approximately
50%. Out of all the considered locations, the windshield
one shows the best availability of 0.95 for the technology
penetration rate of 0.9. Furthermore, this location is also much
less sensitive to the technology penetration rate as it decreases
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Fig. 6: Bridge availability as a function of ISD.
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Fig. 7: Bridge availability for 3 and 7 hops.

by just 1−2% for the penetration rate of 0.7 as compared to
10−15% drop for other locations.

The impact of the number of hops on bridge availability
is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of ISD for normal traffic
conditions (λ= 1/30), and PE = 0.7. Here, we observe that the
number of hops produces a large impact on the ISD extension.
Specifically, being limited by just 3 hops the coverage can
only be extended by just 100 m which is around 10% while
for the case of 7 hops – by 200 m which is approximately
16%. Thus, we may conclude that supporting many hops (e.g.
> 10) is critical for the usage of relaying bridges.

The number of lanes is a characteristic feature of the roads.
Highways are usually characterized by multiple lanes allowing
to utilize reflections from both sides while there is only one
reflection available on rural roads. In fact, the reflections can
be utilized for all the considered antenna locations. To this
aim, Fig. 8 shows the bridge availability as a function of
ISD for one and two neighboring lanes for normal road traffic
conditions (λ = 1/30), technology penetration rate PE = 0.7,
and the number of hops limited by 5. As one may observe,
the number of lanes produces almost no impact on the bridge
availability, especially, in the case of the windshield antenna
location. The main reason is that the reflected paths are not
heavily utilized as we will see in Section V-C.

Finally, we consider the impact of the road traffic conditions
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Fig. 8: Bridge availability as a function the number of lanes.
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Fig. 9: Bridge availability as a function of traffic conditions.

on the bridge availability in Fig. 9 for different antenna loca-
tions, where the maximum number of hops is set to 5. Here,
we observe that the worst possible deployment is traffic jam
conditions, where not only all the considered antenna locations
result in the same ISD but the associated ISD improvement
is insignificant (approximately 10%). The rationale is that
vehicles are extremely densely positioned blocking multiple
propagation paths including reflected and under-vehicle ones.
As the road traffic conditions become sparser, the bridge
length increases proportionally. Still, for normal and highway
scenarios, the best antenna location in terms of the bridge
length is the windshield.

C. Propagation Path Usage

We now proceed to discuss the use of the propagation paths
for different antenna locations. To this aim, Fig. 10 shows
the single-hop path usage probability as a function of the
hop distance. Note that here we show bumper and windshield
antenna locations only as the former one is characterized by
similar results to engine location. By analyzing the presented
data, we see that at small hop distances of up to 50 m, LoS
propagation path dominates for both locations. Side reflections
and even under-vehicle propagation are almost never utilized
at these hop distances. As the hop distance increases, the use
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Fig. 10: Single hop path usage as a function of hop length.

of the LoS path decreases while the latter two propagation
paths start to be utilized more aggressively.

Two considered antenna locations differ at large hop dis-
tances. Here, in the case of windshield location reflections
dominate as this is the only available path. However, for
bumper level (and also engine level) location, under-vehicle
propagation is heavily utilized along with reflections. The lack
of this propagation path that is characterized by relatively good
properties is the main reason for the much smaller data rate
in the case of windshield antenna location reported in Fig. 5.

D. BS Density

We conclude our numerical exposure with the required
BS density as a function of vehicles’ density in Fig. 11 for
different traffic conditions and technology penetration rate, 7
hops. Here, we also compare BS density with and without
relaying functionality for different values of bridge availability,
pS. By analyzing the presented data, one may observe that
by utilizing the relaying concept the required BS density is
reduced up to 32% for pS > 0.9 and PE = 0.9 for sparse
vehicles’ density of approximately 8 units/km. As the density
of vehicles increases, these gains gradually decrease reaching
10% for approximately 60 units/km. For other values of
vehicles’ density outside of the identified range, the gains are
non-existence. Finally, we also note that the choice of pS, PE ,
and λ may have ”binary” impact on the BS density, e.g., the
gains for pS > 0.85 and PE = 0.7 is approximately 10% for
λ = 40 units/km but immediately disappear already for λ = 40
units/km.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, motivated by uncertainty with respect to
optimal antenna locations on vehicles in future V2V commu-
nications, we developed a mathematical framework capable of
characterizing the performance of multi-hop V2V communica-
tions operating in sub-THz frequency bands in different road
traffic, system, and environmental conditions. The considered
metrics of interest include mean bridge length and data rate
as well as the critical quality of service parameter for network
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Fig. 11: The required BS density with and without relaying.

operator – bridge availability that allows assessing coverage
extension provided by multi-hop communications.

The reported numerical results are based on IEEE 802.15.3d
parameters and real measurements at 300 GHz. Specifically,
we show that the qualitative behavior of the bridge length and
data rate metrics are similar for all the considered antenna
locations: for a fixed number of hops, bridge length decreases
while the data rate increases. The windshield location is
characterized by drastically lower data rates while bumper
and engine levels are very similar in terms of mean bridge
length and data rates. However, the former is less sensitive to
the technology penetration rate and allows to provide bridge
availability of 0.95 for up to 50% extended BS coverage.
For all the considered locations, traffic jam conditions are
characterized by the worst performance leading to just 10%
extended BS coverage. However, as road traffic conditions
become sparse the coverage linearly increases.

Based on the abovementioned conditions, the windshield
location is recommended as in spite of the much lower data
rate it is less sensitive to technology penetration rate and is
generally characterized by the much larger coverage.
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